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F o r e w o r d

T his publication provides guidelines and recom-
mendations for the protection and rehabili-

tation of cultural heritage in historic cities, with a 
particular focus on the Near East in a post-armed 
conflict setting. Furthermore, this toolkit will con-
centrate on some specific historic building materi-
als: stone, brick (fired/unfired), plaster, and wood.

A building needs to be understood in the context of 
its employed building materials, its construction, its 
condition, and its conservation state. The appropri-
ate conservation strategies can be developed once 
the building condition and its causes of damage have 
been assessed. To determine priorities for interven-
tions, it is pertinent to evaluate the vulnerability of 
the fabric and its deterioration rate, in order to then 
estimate the risks and threats to a site. Concerning 
the damage to places in armed conflict, a survey 
and damage assessment will provide the basis for 
an extensive conservation (master) plan for the re-
habilitation of the site. Furthermore, once the con-
servation state has been recorded, this record forms 
the basis for calls for tender and cost calculations.

The aim of this toolkit is to offer all stakeholders 
involved in conservation and rehabilitation pro-
cesses fundamental support in both designing a 
condition assessment and damage mapping. This 
includes an overview into the basics of creating a 
building survey. Throughout this guide, additional 
sources in the form of (open access) literature and 
webpages will be provided for further consultation.

This toolkit does not replace the expertise of differ-
ent disciplines, but should be seen as a basis for in-
terdisciplinary cooperation, which is the prerequisite 
for good and reliable documentation. Each discipline 
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analyses and assesses a building differently, 
and consequently is able to provide insights 
according to its own field of expertise. De-
pending on the nature of a place, its survey 
and documentation is conducted by various 
relevant disciplines; most commonly, this is 
carried out by (or in collaboration with) ar-
chitects, (building) archaeologists, art con-
servators, engineers, or conservation scien-
tists. Information obtained from the survey 
and examination needs to be circulated 
amongst all involved in the process to make 
the best use of the results. Additionally, 
owners and users of a site may also contrib-
ute to its documentation (e.g., monitoring or 
specific events). To assess the (social) values 
and significance of a site, it is also pertinent 
to involve site users and owners in the docu-
mentation process, for instance in the form 
of participatory mapping. In this way, the re-
habilitation of cultural heritage in the after-
math of armed conflict can be understood as 
a way to support a healing process, where-
in citizen participation plays an essential 
role in achieving appropriate, holistic, and 
sustainable heritage conservation (fig. 1).

A building documentation is a way to under-
stand the building fabric. Such documen-
tation includes dimensions of its condition 
and damage, and by examining the causes of 
damage, necessary interventions to address 
adequate measures can be determined. It 
is, however, also pertinent to define prior-
ities of intervention based on the struc-
ture’s current condition, the vulnerability 
of the fabric, and the potential of further 
deterioration, as well as its cultural values. 
Such measures aid in defining future pre-

1- The DIN (Deutsches Institut für Normung / German Institute for Standardisation) provides guidelines for a variety 
of applications, and is based on current scientific research and experience. Standards which are developed on an 
international level are ‘ISO norms’, on a European level these norms carry the denomination ‘UNI EN’. 

ventive and remedial conservation interven-
tions to preserve the cultural significance 
of built structures. It is therefore essen-
tial to understand a building in its entirety.

Documentation is a work in progress: some 
areas of a site or building may not be com-
pletely physically accessible from the begin-
ning. It also takes time to fully understand a 
building and its fabric, and consequently new 
insights will shed light onto building phases, 
building damage, and so forth. Therefore, 
any documentation work should allow for 
modifications throughout the process, en-
couraging the critical analysis and assess-
ment of a building, its fabric, and its values. 
The guideline presented here is based on a 
variety of publications: the most important 
are the UNI EN 16096:20121 and CEN/TS 
17385:2019, which provide tools that have 
been developed on the European level cover-
ing the most basic requirements for a survey, 
but are modified to be employed for other 
cultural contexts, whilst additional publi-
cations offer more specific information on 
analysis, application, and implementation.
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Fig.1. 
Graphic representation of holistic heritage conservation, combining fab-
ric-based, value-based, and people-centred approaches (Skedzuhn-Sa-
fir, 2021).
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

T o compile a condition assessment and documen-
tation as well as a damage mapping, it is first nec-

essary to carry out a building survey. This will form the 
basis of understanding a building or place and allows 
for the creation of any necessary records. Surveys 
can take different forms, and for that matter it is im-
portant to define from the onset of a survey its pur-
pose, aim, and scope. This should also be written in 
the introduction in the form of a mission statement.
Depending on climatic/seasonal conditions or 
other circumstances (e.g., any use of the build-
ing or restricted access), recording may need to be 
scheduled at a particular period/time. The type of 
survey will depend on a variety of factors: what will 
be the end use of the documentation, the level of 
precision that is required, financial and human re-
sources, as well as available technical equipment.

A survey may concentrate on one or more of these 
themes:

a) building fabric: employed materials and their prop-
erties, construction techniques, work techniques (fig. 
2), traces of use/usage (fig. 3),
b) building stages: building archaeology,
c) condition,
d) damage phenomena: location, extent, appearance, 
type (fig. 4),
e)areas of in-depth investigation: uncovering of build-
ing fabric (fig. 5), sampling for material analysis.
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Fig. 3 
Depressions in the wall created with tools indicate later 
alteration and use (Skedzuhn-Safir, 2018).

Fig. 2
Horizontal drove chisel marks visible on the stone sur-
face (Skedzuhn-Safir, 2018).

Fig. 5
Partial uncovering of a (newer) plaster to investigate the his-
toric painted plaster underneath (Skedzuhn-Safir, 2012).

Fig. 4
Damage to a stone with sanding and blistering surface 
(Skedzuhn-Safir, 2018).

More generally, the reasons for a survey are 
to understand a building or place, in terms 
of former and current use, modifications 
to it, and its values (cultural significance). 
In the context of armed conflict, buildings 
can sustain not only damage but possibly 
also abandonment and neglect. The mo-
tivation of surveying such a building lies in 
establishing a solid basis for the rehabilita-
tion of the place. This entails, for instance, 

the reconstruction, rebuilding, restoration, 
repair, adaptive re-use, conservation, or 
preservation as found of the building. How-
ever, in more general terms, a building sur-
vey and documentation is also carried out 
when it is foreseeable that a place will be 
translocated, abandoned or neglected, 
buried and submerged, or demolished. 
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For researchers, the survey and doc-
umentation constitute a fundamental 
tool to analyse and assess a place and 
to determine its cultural significance.
Different types of surveys are carried out 
depending on the individual situation. There 
are four basic categories:
a) Preliminary or basic survey (reconnais-
sance)
b) Building fabric survey
c) Structural survey
d) Periodic survey
The latter two categories will not be described 
in detail for the purpose of this publication.2 

a) The preliminary survey is conducted at 
the beginning of a project, and is a fact-find-
ing action that concerns the visual observa-
tion of existing structures and the damage 
to the building fabric. Its aim is to gain an 
overview of the site/building, its size, ac-
cess, condition, and construction. This sur-
vey helps to identify major problems at the 
site and to establish the purpose of a more 
detailed survey and documentation, as well 
as the necessary expertise, equipment, 
and time. This survey consists of a descrip-
tive record, drawings and photographs.
A preliminary survey incurs relatively few 
resources, but it does not substitute for 
a more detailed survey. It is usually done 
from the ground (no scaffolding or work 
platforms). The examination of building 
components located further away can be 
carried out with binoculars: the down-
side to this is that certain types of dam-
age cannot be detected, such as struc-
tural weaknesses, air pockets, or fine cracks. 
b) The building fabric survey is comprehen-
sive: it is the visual study of a building or 

2- Further information can be obtained for instance from Lane, 2016, and McCaig et al., 2013.

site with the use of scaffolding and/or mo-
bile elevated access platforms. The survey 
concerns a building/site’s construction, its 
material, and any alterations, which provide 
the physical history of building. Further-
more, a building fabric survey systemati-
cally analyses the building’s condition and 
damage phenomena, examines the causes 
for damage to the building fabric. Based on 
the fabric, its current state of conservation, 
its risks, and the probability of deteriora-
tion and vulnerability can be determined, 
so that recommendations can be given and 
priorities can be set for repair and con-
servation measures. All in all, it is neces-
sary that both the entirety and the details 
of building and analysed, and that differ-
ent disciplines will collaborate on a survey. 
This survey consists of a descriptive record, 
drawings, and photographs, but is more de-
tailed than a preliminary survey, and will 
thus necessitate more time and resources.
c) The structural survey refers to the struc-
tural aspect of a building, and is an addi-
tional survey to the building fabric survey. 
These surveys do not usually address the 
condition of structures. They are carried out 
by engineers, and will for instance become 
necessary when continued movement 
within a building has been noticed, after 
an earthquake or other significant impact. 
d) the periodic survey is carried out 
in regular intervals (every 4–5 years) 
for monitoring purposes, and it forms 
an integral part of site management.
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T h e  S u r v e y 
P r o c e s s

Fig. 6
Elements of a report.

T he condition survey focuses on the current 
state of conservation of a building or place, and 

documents and records it. A condition survey en-
compasses information about the planning of such 
a survey, relevant data of the building and place, a 
record of its condition, an assessment of the risks 
and threats to it, and a recommendation of the 
necessary steps to conserve and protect the place. 
A report consists thereby of different elements, see 
see fig.6. 
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1. Preparatory considerations and 
measures

Prior to conducting a survey and docu-
mentation, a thorough preparation is ad-
visable; this step requires careful planning. 
It is necessary to ensure that all relevant 
permits have been obtained, both from 
land owners and the users of the building.
It is possible that the place to be surveyed 
has already been documented in the past, 
and any existing records should be con-
sulted beforehand. However, the survey 
should be critically built upon this ex-
isting work, as older documentation may 
not be accurate, comprehensive, or may 
have been compiled due to a different pur-
pose. These past records can be in the form 
of (historic) written accounts, photographs, 
or graphic documentation, room books, 
conservation plans, or inventories, and 
they can be in analogue or digital format.
Repositories of these documents are, 
for instance, archives of public/govern-
mental bodies, NGOs, or even private re-
cords. Relevant information can also be 
found in academic publications (mono-
graphs, journals), historic photographs 
and maps, administrative documents or 
other archival resources (e.g., notes of trav-
ellers or scholars as part of their bequest).
An integral element of preparation at this 
stage is determining the purpose of the doc-
umentation and aligning it with the feasibility 
of the survey, and consequently, the neces-
sary methods of surveying, as well as re-
quired resources in terms of time, expertise 
and equipment. Additionally, a safe environ-
ment needs to be established for those who 
will be carrying out the survey and documen-
tation. Damaged buildings or parts thereof 
may be structurally unsafe, but also the pre-

sence of harmful materials, such as partic-
ular mould, or historic pigments employed 
in murals need to be identified, and safety 
measures adapted. In addition, it needs to 
be ensured that sensitive areas are pro-
tected during the work: this includes archae-
ological contexts, wildlife, and vegetation.

2.  The process of  recording

From the onset of the recording, the scales, 
the levels of detail, and formats need to be 
established as each site and building and 
their context differ. It is therefore neces-
sary to design templates and a specific key 
of symbols (for mapping) that will guide 
those involved in the recording. A guide-
line for the documentation (esp. large-scale 
projects) and meetings with the respec-
tive surveyors will assure that everyone is 
informed of the purpose and scope of the 
survey, and the use of templates. Through-
out the surveying process, it may become 
necessary to modify the template, which 
should be designed to address all relevant 
aspects, but will need to be sufficiently flex-
ible to accommodate additional information.

3.  Level  of  recording

The level and depth of recording – plans, 
sections, elevations, details – is dependent 
on the available resources, methods, and 
purpose of the survey. Also, the size of a 
building or site as well as its complexity will 
require different time frames. The basic level 
of recording usually regards the investigation 
of the exterior, and a more in-depth investi-
gation will include its interior. The level and 
necessity of recording, the purpose of the 
survey, as well as the prevailing standards 
all effect the employed scales, see fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7
Appropriate scales for various kinds of documentation work.

If possible, the scale should remain the 
same to enable comparing different parts 
of a building. Plans should furthermore be 
easy to use, practical, and legible, espe-
cially for those who will be working with 
them at a site. In the design of plans, one 
must also keep in mind the feasibility of 
printing or scanning them, or with em-
ploying them perhaps in a publication.

4.  Techniques of  surveying 3

‘Surveying’ refers to the examination of build-
ings and their fabric, which can encompass 
different methods, levels of investigation 
and aims. The term ‘survey’ in this context 
should be understood as a building survey, 
which includes obtaining measurements. 
The measurements serve to document the 
spatial relationships of an object (dimen-
sion, relations of the components to each 
other, position, etc.) by means of graphic
representation (sketch, plan, 3D model).
There are basically two different categories 

3- See videos of Historic England, 2017 and 2019, National Geographic, 2015.

of surveying; the direct and the indirect tech-
nique. With the direct surveying technique, 
the surveyor actively chooses the informa-
tion that should be recorded, in contrast to 
the indirect technique, where all informa-
tion is recorded irrespective of its content. 
However, indirect forms of surveying do not 
replace a direct examination of the building.

Direct surveying
This surveying technique is recommened 
when recording needs to be done accord-
ing to a specific focus, such as building 
fabric, damage phenomena, or building 
phases. However, the information that 
is recorded depends on the active (and 
subjective) choice of a surveyor, result-
ing in potential errors in documentation.
The advantage of drawings is that they can 
be used for specific elements, and some 
features can be highlighted while others 
are eliminated in the representation. 
Drawings also allow for different levels 
of detail. Specialised skill and knowledge 
are necessary to create these drawings.

1. Hand surveys are distinguished be-
tween:
a) Measured drawings are created on or 
off site and are to-scale, with the purpose 
of systematically obtaining the relevant 
measurements. Photographs help with re-
membering site-specific characteristics. The 
measurements  are taken systematically, for 
instance befginning outside of a building in 
a counter-clockwise manner, in the interior 
clockwise. These drawings are used for plans, 
sections and elevations, at a scale 1:20–1:50.
b) Sketch diagrams are not drawn to scale 
and therefore cannot be relied upon for un-
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derstanding precise relations or proportions 
of a building or site, but such sketches can pro-
vide help in understanding construction. They 
are also employed to support 3D modelling.

2. Electromagnetic distance measure-
ments (TST = total station theodolite) pro-
duce data that forms the basis for CAD draw-
ings. Data is collected from fixed points: the 
station emits a laser beam onto a surface, 
which then reflects it, and the distance of 
the beam is measured. This technique is also 
employed for sections, plans, and elevations. 
Its advantage is that information can be 
gathered quickly and at a high level of detail. 

Indirect techniques of surveying
For this surveying technique, a build-
ing’s information is recorded undiffer-
entiatedly, meaning that every informa-
tion is recorded without distinguishing 
between a useful or irrelevant data.

a) Rectified photography is a photogram-
metric method used for 2D scaled im-
ages(fig. 8), and is recommended for con-
dition assessment, damage mapping, and 
recording. The scale is usually 1:20–1:50 for 
buildings and sites. The photos should be 
taken at a range between 2 to 50 metres. 
It is a quick and easy to use surveying tech-
nique, but it requires specific software4 to 
later rectify the photos on the computer. 
To rectify the photos and put them into a 
correct scale, target points are attached to 
walls or a façade. The distance between 

4-  AutoCAD/ ArchiCad.
5-  A list of relevant software can be found for instance here https://all3dp.com/1/best-photogrammetry-software/#-
section-free-photogrammetry-software
Agisoft Metashape is a powerful software. A free test version is available. The user manual is at https://www.agisoft.
com/pdf/metashape-pro_1_5_en.pdf. A short explanation can be found at https://www.agisoft.com
Another software is Autodesk ReCap, which also has a free test version. https://www.autodesk.de/solutions/photo-
grammetry-software

each is recorded. The further apart the 
points are (4 corners, and 1 in the mid-
dle), the more accurate the image will be. 
NB: The target points should be attached 
to surface in a such a manner that they 
will not damage the historic surface.
A rectification of photographs is also possible 
with specific camera lenses. However, they 
will not be true to scale and serve aesthetic 
purposes only. Rectifying photos with Photo-
shop will also not produce images true to scale. 

b) 3D reconstruction from multiple imag-
es is a photogrammetric method that does 
not require much equipment, with the ex-
ception of particular software5 and a strong 
processor. Data is collected quite easily. 
The images that are produced are recom-
mended for recording (condi-
tion, construction, damage) as 
well as for monitoring purposes.
To gather the data, many photos need to 
be taken of an object square on, and at the 
same distance, and with an overlap (of at 
least circa 30%). The software will then stich 
images together. It serves as basis for CAD 
drawings, but can also be employed as such. 
The camera lens should be calibrated so that 
the lens has a large depth of field and the 
objects remain in focus at all times. By in-
serting the images with measurements into 
the program, the software creates a coordi-
nate system, and a point cloud based on this 
system. With the help of this point cloud, 3D 
models and 2D drawings can be created. 
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Fig. 8
Rectified photograph showing a scaled image. This image forms the basis for documentation and can be 
employed for damage mapping, see below (Peter I. Schneider, 2018).

c) Orthophotography is employed in the 
case that an object is not plane, like in the 
case of a wall, and allows an object to be 
represented correctly by a single rectified 
photograph. The purpose is to produce an 
image for recording and monitoring in which 
the entire object is true to scale. Images 
are created with digital photogrammetry. 

d) Laser scanning is used to produce 
3D models6. It can be carried out on the 
ground or while airborne to obtain 3D 
data through a point cloud. It is not rec-
ommended when edge definition is re-
quired, and it fails to provide informa-
tion on the condition of a site or building.

6-  State of the art at the moment is a mobile 3D system which scans and processes the obtained data, see https://
www.kaarta.com/products/contour/. 
7-  In a room book, a building is described in terms of its different uses, building phases and changes, with the aim 
of understanding the building in its social, economic, and political contexts, and to demonstrate regional character-
istics and similarities.

5.  Structuring the condit ion survey 
documentation

The condition survey is a systematically 
structured report on the conservation state 
of a building or place. It forms the basis of 
understanding a building or site, and it es-
tablishes an orientation system and pre-
cise record for all those involved in the re-
habilitation and conservation process and 
management. If in the past, room books7, 
or other documentation work have already 
been compiled, it is recommended to em-
ploy them as well, as some room books con-
tain a description of the then-current state 
of condition, as well as damage phenom-
ena and their causes. Furthermore, a de-
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scription of conservation and restoration/
reconstruction measures may have been in-
cluded, as well as any emergency measures. 
Usually, this survey is carried out by archi-
tects, building archaeologists and/or con-
servators. It may be necessary for differ-
ent disciplines to collaborate according 
to the required expertise. The survey con-
sists of texts, photographs, and drawings. 
The written part will provide descriptions 
of building components, their condition, 
possible reasons for damage, and an as-
sessment of potential risks, concluding 
with recommendations for intervention. 
These recommendations will be assessed 
in terms of a building’s vulnerability, its 
priority, a tentative time frame for inter-
vention, as well as a first estimate of costs.
The photos support the written part with 
overviews and provide an impression of build-
ing components and their particular state of 
conservation. Drawings, on the other hand, 
help to illustrate particular contexts, building 
details, and damage that are not visible or 
difficult to comprehend solely with a photo. 

Every condition survey will need to pro-
vide the basic information on the 
building (see UNI EN 16096) and fig. 9: 

• Name 
• Location, coordinates, address 
• Current and historic functions
• Category of building (private, religious 

structure, civil building)
• Ownership: name and contact details
• Date of construction and if applicable 

modifications; 
• Floor space
• Building height
• Number of stories
• Other characteristic values of building

Information concerning the building/site’s 
protection state (see UNI EN 16096)

• Date of protected status
• Building components under protection
• Values and reasons for protection
• Relevant protection laws/paragraphs

Summaries of employed sources (see UNI 
EN 16096)
For the different sections of a condition 
survey, a summary of the existing his-
toric sources that pertain to the assessed 
building. This may include the following: 
a) Employed historic sources found in differ-
ent archives: photographs, records, draw-
ings
b) Drawings which document changes to a 
building
c) Historic inventories, room books, conser-
vation plans, condition reports
d) Summary of previous conservation/main-
tenance measures
e) Summary of changes to the building (use 
and fabric)
f) Reports/decrees/instructions/recommen-
dations of local/regional/national authori-
ties.
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[Location and address]

[Name of object]

Condition Survey
and Assessment

   

[Building Id.] 

[Date]

[Office and author(s)]

Overview photograph of inspected object

Fig. 9
Template for the condition survey (based on UNI EN 16096). Pages 16-22
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Condition Survey - Procedure

Page-No. [00]

STEP 1 - General information

This template is mainly based on the UNI EN 16096:2012. You will need to provide information on a building‘s iden-

tification, protection (if applicable), characteristics and features, as well as additional sources that should be / were 

consulted, the management of the building and information pertaining to its condition.

STEP 2 - Information on the building components

To provide a formal structure to identify all of the buidling components documented, you need to provide basic 

information on each documentation sheet. It should contain:

- Name of object
- Id. Number (relevant for several buildings)
- Surveyor
- Persons present during survey
- Weather condition (e.g. rain/ cloudy/ sunshine/ temperature)

Also you should provide a floor plan. This floor plan can be a measured drawing or executed with CAD. It serves to 

determine the exact position of the documented building component. The position can be marked, for example, 

by using  a red dot or by coloring the room in which the building component is located. Also a site plan can be very 

helpful when you are in an area with multiple buildings. Photographs of the components should be put in the given 

frames. Building components considered within the survey can be:

Structures

- Foundations
- Walls (bearing/ curtain)
- Columns, pillars, pilaster
- Arches/ vaults/ domes
- Floors
- Roof structure and covering
- Steps, ramps
- Others

Ancillary components

- Windows, doors, stained glass
- False ceiling
- Turrets, chimneys, skylights, frames
- Balconies, canopies, galleries
- Gutters and down-pipes
- Grating, rail
- Others

Installation and services

- Heating, type and strategy
- Drainage/ water
- Sanitary/ plumbing
- Air condition, ventilation
- Electrical
- Fire (alarm and fire-fighting system)
- Fencing, gates
- Others

Surfaces

- Plaster
- Vaneers, panels
- Finishes
- Lining
- Ornaments
- Wall paintings, reliefs, carvings, mosaics, tiles
- Paving
- Others
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Condition Survey - Procedure

Page-No. [00]

STEP 2 - Information on the building components

Outdoor structures

- Roads, spaces
- Park, garden, courtyard
- Other objects
- Environmental conditions

STEP 3 - Information on condition description (CC) and risk assessment and recommendation (UC)

Describing the building components you need to mention their material, construction and location. Also you need 

to describe the condition of the component. To facilitate this, the condition is devided in different classes. Within 

the risk assessment you list probable causes and consequences for the condition. Furthermore, you recommend a 

measure, and determine an urgency classification. These classifications are based on, English Heritage Conservation 

Basics, and the UNI EN 16096:2012 and the Catalogue of Damage – Architectural Heritage.

Condition Classification (CC = condition class)

- CC0 = No symptoms / Apperantly without pereptible change in substance

- CC1 = Minor symptoms / Only superficially, without substantial changes (loss < 20%)

- CC2 = Moderate symptoms / Locally limited damage and/ or loss of surface (loss < 50%)

- CC3 = Major symptoms / Serious damage, severe substantial loss and/ or danger of collapse (loss > 50%)

- CC4 = Total loss / Physically complete destruction of a building or a component or element (loss > 90%)

Risk Classification (UC = urgency class)

- UC - = Without need for action

- UC0 = Long term / action needed from 3 years

- UC1 = Intermediate term / action needed within 1 – 3 years

- UC2 = Short term / action needed within a year 

- UC3 = Urgent and immediate / action needed within 3 months
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[Name of object]
Name of office / surveyor

Page-No. [00]

Object information

Identification number

Name of the object 

Location and property address

Geographic identification
(municipality / county region / GIS reference /...)

Land number, title number and any lease number

Object category
(public building / religious / bridge / ...)

Date, year or period of construction or construction 
phases and major modifications

Original function and any other historical functions

Current function 
(public building / private building / no use)

Name and address of owner(s)

Protection information

What is protected
(area / building / façade / component)

Protection Act and section or article of the Act

Protection date

Statements of significance

Building information

Number of floors

Height of the building

Ground area of the building

Other important characteristics of the building
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[Name of object]
Name of office / surveyor

Page-No. [00]

Sources and management information

Historic source material from archives, 
including any images like drawings or photographs

Original drawings, drawings showing later additions,
changes and the sequence of development

Earlier inventories, conservation plans, technical 
information and condition reports

Summary of conservation and maintenance 
performed

Summary of functional and structural changes

Inspection reports and orders / instructions from natio-
nal or regional authorities and services 
(fire, electrical wiring, etc.)

General information for the condition survey

Date of the inspection

Person(s) who has performed the survey, position and 
qualifications

Time used to complete the survey in situ and tools and 
methodologies used

Specification of any use of scaffolding, ladders, lifts or 
other aids

Contact person(s) for the inspection

Person(s) present during the inspection

Inaccessibility of parts of the object, if relevant

Photographic documentation of the inspection

Weather conditions during inspection
(e.g. rain / sun / cloudy, temperature)
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Name of object:

Id. Number:

Condition Survey

Floor [level]

[Name of object]
Name of office / surveyor

Page-No. [00]

[Floor plan]

[Site plan]

Building component: [structures/ancillary components]

Photographs/ horizontal

Photographs/ verticalPhotographs/ vertical

Component description 
(materials, construction and location)

Condition 

Condition description CC

Risk assessment and recommendations

Probable causes   Recommended measures       UC

Coordinates:

Surveyor:

Weather condition:

Survey date: Scale:

(Photo) Coding:
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Building component: 
(structures/ancillary components)

[Name of object]
Name of office / surveyor

Page-No. [00]

Component description 
(materials, construction and location)

Condition 

Condition description CC

Risk assessment and recommendations

Probable causes   Recommended measures       UC
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Fig. 10
Some basic standards for architectural drawings are shown here, along with an example of representing 
building phases and the process of numbering of doors and windows (Svenja Hitschke, 2021).

Information on surveying of the building 
(see UNI EN 16096):

• Date of survey
• People present at survey
• Author/office in charge, contact details, 

qualification
• Use of equipment (ladder, scaffolding, 

work platform)
• Weather during survey
• Areas not accessible
• Reliability of collected data (lacking or 

complete)
• Photographic and written report

Numbering of rooms, surfaces and fittings
The plan of a survey is furthermore struc-
tured according to stories and rooms of the 
building (see figs.10 and 11). Each room is 
subdivided into its surfaces: the ceiling, walls, 
and floor. Each room, surface, and remov-
able fittings (doors, windows) are assigned 
an individual number/letter. There are var-

ious ways to organise this section, and this 
will depend on the individual situation. Usu-
ally, the first room that is entered from the 
main entrance is assigned the first number, 
and the next rooms that are entered clock-
wise are assigned the subsequent numbers 
(fig. 12). The walls are divided according to 
their cardinal points (N–S), or clockwise, with 
the first wall to the left upon entering, from 
the bottom to the top (e.g. skirting board, 
panel, centre panel, and transom). All remov-
able fittings are assigned their own number. 
It is, however, possible that a numbering 
system has already been established in the 
past, and in that case, it is advisable to con-
sider employing the already existing system.
When assigning letters and to not confuse 
floors, ceilings, windows and doors with 
walls, each of these components are as-
signed a capitalised letter; the x stands ei-
ther for the letter belonging to a respec-
tive wall of a window, or door, for instance. 
Walls are assigned non-capitalised letters.
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Fig. 11
In a ground plan, the rooms and surfaces are assigned a num-
ber and/or letter for identification purposes. 

Fig. 12
Example of a ground plan and the room numbers assigned to 
it (based on the ground plan/detail of the Sultan Inal Com-
plex/Cairo, Behrens Abouseif, 2007, modified and traced 
freehand by Svenja Hitschke, 2021).
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6. Objects of  recording

Building components (after UNI EN 16096)
The aim of a condition survey is to system-
atically and precisely record all of the rooms 
within a building and list them according 
to the different components of a building. 
This concerns the following categories.
a) Construction: the building’s foundation, 
walls (load bearing, not load-bearing), 
columns/pilaster/pillars, arches/vaults/
domes, storeys; roof and roof covering, 
stairs/ramps, other
b) Ancillary components: windows/doors/
glass, false ceilings, chimney/tower/sky-
lights, balcony/canopy/gallery, rain gutter 
and down pipes, grids and railings, other
c) Surfaces: plaster, veneer, surface deco-
ration, cladding, ornamentation, wall paint-
ings/mosaics/reliefs, floors, other

8-  See Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020b.

d) Building services: heating (including type 
and strategy), drainage and water, plumb-
ing/installation, air conditioning/ventilation, 
electrical supply, fire alarm/firefighting sys-
tem, security system, fences/gates, others
e) Environment: street/square, park/gar-
den/courtyard, other objects, environmen-
tal conditions.

Historic  building materials  and 
construction techniques8

Concerning the historic building materials, 
they can be further divided, for instance, into 

• Basic building materials: earth/clay, 
stone, wood, gypsum/alabaster

• Natural stone: marble, limestone, sand-
stone, granite, basalt, or travertine

• Artificial stone: terrazzo, mosaics, terra-
cotta, baked/unbaked bricks

• Plaster: lime plaster, gypsum plaster, 
earthen plaster

• Metals, glass
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• Combination of different materials.
The building construction refers to 
stone masonry, adobe/rammed earth, 
or stone-faced core. These construction 
types can be combined to form, for in-
stance, wattle and daub construction. 
Additionally, the material design is signifi-
cant in describing the characteristics of a 
facade or room. These can be, for instance, 
wall paintings and coloured/textured wall 
surfaces, polished plasters, e.g., mar-
morino,  tadelakt (Morocco) or qadad (
Yemen); stucco work (scagliola; drawn/
cast/stamp mounted stucco), tiles, mosaics, 
glass, stone incrustations, wooden inlays, 
tapestry, wallpaper, muqarnas, ablaq, lat-
tice work (as in a mashrabiya, for instance), 
and gilded or silvered surface decorations. 
The different materials, construction, and 
work techniques all provide information 
about their date, technique, availability of 
materials, style, components, and proper-
ties–, but will also be able to furnish valu-
able information regarding changes with-
in the fabric. Thus, building phases can 
be established, as can the changes in the 
use of buildings over the course of time.
To analyse the different materials, construc-
tion, and work techniques, it may be nec-
essary to consult the expertise of different 
disciplines, including that of conservation 
scientists and material scientists, who will 
be able to analyse the constituents of mate-
rials (both qualitatively and quantitatively).

9-  See Weyer (ed.) EwaGlos, 2015.

Stones

Materials
Natural stone: the most common varieties in-
clude marble, limestone, travertine, granite, 
sandstone; they are used also in combination 
either for constructive or aesthetic purposes.

Technique and appearance
• Hand tools (e.g., chisel, mallets, axes; e.g., 

feathers and wedges) /machine-pow-
ered tools

• Surface marks: sawing; bossing/burns/
flame, axe/crown, sharpen/point/stock/
sandblast; grind/ polish 

• Mason’s marks

Work and construction techniques of ma-
sonry9 

• Masonry: with or without mortar/grout, 
quarried or manufactured blocks, other

• Components: stone (rubble or ashlar), 
baked or unbaked bricks (adobe), other

• Ashlar masonry: rough/fine, origin rock/
quarry, rusticated, random/coursed/bro-
ken coursed ashlar, facing, other

• Rubble masonry: with/without mortar, 
coursed/uncoursed, alone/combined 
with ashlar masonry/bricks/timber,other

• Brick masonry (with mortar): gauged/
solid/rendered/brick-and stud, English/
Flemish/Roman, running/diagonal (dog-
tooth) bonds, alone or in combination, 
other 

• Joints: flush, weathered, vee, beaded, 
struck, raked, concave, extruded, ‘pietra 
rasa’ (combination of joint and render), 
other
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Plaster/render
• A plaster or render can be distinguished 

between10 :
• Plasters (interior), render (exterior)
• Mixture of binders (lime, clay, gypsum, 

concrete), aggregates (sand, silt), fillers, 
additives, in combination.

• Coarse/fine plaster or levelling coat(s)/
finishing plaster

• Painted11/textured ornamentation/use 
of other materials (e.g., coloured glass, 
pebbles)

Bricks 12 
• Fired, unfired
• Clay, calcium silicate, concrete
• Moulding/extrusion
• Solid/hollow/perforated
• Rough, glazed/slipped, smooth,unsand-

ed/sanded

Earth
• Construction techniques: adobe, 

rammed earth, cob, wattle and daub, 
alone or in combination, 

• Components: historically of clay soil, 
sand, silt, and an ‘armature’ (vegetable 
fibres or animal hair), and additives to 
modify the properties (dung, linseed oil, 
animal or vegetable glue), 

• Mixed structure: wooden beams and 
columns, stone foundations, composite 
constructions, walls covered with layers 
of plaster/render, 

• Surface decoration: wall paintings (inte-
rior and exterior), and/or with a surface 
ornamentation, 

10- A glossary on conservation terms for wall paintings and architectural surfaces is provided by the EwaGlos, also 
with translations into Arabic.
11-  For further differentiation of painted surfaces and ornamentation, see for instance Weyer.
12-  See Frank and Hees, 1998.  
13-  See InsideWood.

Wood
Wood types: soft/hard/pseudo13

Wooden structure (structural skeleton): 
• half-timber, structural solid wood/glued 

laminated timber, shingle, veneer, lat-
ticework (e.g. mashrabiya), mixed, other

• Work techniques: planed by hand/ma-
chine, sawn by hand/machine, carved, 
turned, inlaid 

• Surface finish: oiled, waxed, polished, 
painted, stained, other

• Types of wood joinery: with/without 
dowels nails/screws, basic butt, mitered 
butt, biscuit joint, pocket joint, hald-lap, 
rabbet joint, half-blind dovetail, mortise 
and tenon, tongue and grove, other
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A n a l y s i n g  a n d 
a s s e s s i n g  t h e 
c o n s e r v a t i o n 
s t a t e

O nce the building components have been 
identified, as well as the construction form 

and the material design and work techniques, 
the condition each of these building components 
needs to be analysed. ‘Condition’ here means 
the physical state of a building or place. Damage, 
however, is defined as an alteration, which lessens 
the cultural significance of a building or place, as 
well as affects its physical, chemical or biological sta-
bility. The condition assessment analyses the cause, 
nature and extent of current damage to a building. 
The condition survey and assessment (see template 
fig. 9) is based on the comprehensive analysis of all ex-
isting damage phenomena, and estimates the amount 
of loss of a specific component, but should be based 
on the assessment of the most damaged area. The 
UNI EN 16096 lists 4 condition classes (CC), and Rieffel 
and Ballouz14 propose an additional one, ‘a total loss’ 
(CC4), which means that more that 90% of the fabric 
has been lost, and which in a context of post-armed 
conflict is better suited to categorise in a concise and 
systematic manner the loss of building fabric (fig. 13). 

The condition assessment is carried out in 
rather broad terms to get a basic understanding of the 
conservation state of the place. The condition report 
may be the only report that is done in a survey, and 
should therefore be accompanied by a comprehen-
sive report, which consists of the exact description of 
where the loss is located, the fabric that is affected, 
and its extent. This report should be furnished with 
photographs, and possibly with a graphic represen-
tation of the lost/remaining areas. The report should 
include an analysis of the general causes of damage.

14-  Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020b.
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Fig. 13
The different condition classes categorise the damage to a 
building according to the amount of (visible) material loss.

Fig. 14
Representation of the ‘10 Agents of Deterioration’ that effect 
(building) materials. as proposed by Waller. 

1. Damage documentation 15 

It is paramount to understand the build-
ing in its entirety, and to distinguish, also 
as part of the documentation work, dam-
age from any alterations that do not af-
fect either its stability nor its value. 
The term ‘damage’ is often employed to 
refer to the chemical, physical, or biolog-
ical alteration of a fabric, induced through 
continuous use over time (wear-and-tear), 
periodic effects of impact (snow, rain) on 
the fabric, or single events (vandalism, 
earthquake, fire). It should, however, be 
differentiated between an alteration that 
effects the stability and safety of a building 
or building element, and the effect of an im-
pact that merely changes the aesthetics of 
the fabric, and which may not necessitate 
any intervention. Contrarily, an intervention 

15-  See also Brandenburgisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege und Archäologischen Landesmuseums, 2008.
16-  Further systems to classify the causes of deterioration are offered by Feilden, 2003, who proposes a classification 
that distinguishes between external (e.g. climate) and internal (e.g. humidity) factors, and man-made causes (e.g. vi-
olence/force). The publication by Weyer differentiates further, for instance, water-related causes into wet-dry cycles, 
rising damp, condensation, humidity, and freeze-thaw cycles.

could even remove a trace of former use, 
which in turn contributes to the cultural 
significance of a place. Therefore, the term 
‘damage’ should be used with caution, as 
it implies that there is the need for a con-
servation, restoration or reconstruction. 

2.  Causes of  damage
There are different systems to analyse 
the causes of damage. One of them cate-
gorises damage according to the 10 Agents 
of Deterioration, as proposed by Waller.16 
This system (see fig. 14) distinguishes be-
tween damage provoked by fire, water, in-
correct relative humidity, incorrect tempera-
ture, light, physical forces, custodial neglect, 
pests, pollutants, and finally thieves/vandals/
displacers. Damage to fabric may be caused 
by one of these agents, but a combination 
and succession of them is also possible. 
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The primary damage, such as physical forces 
(e.g. bombing) causing the loss of a roof, will 
provoke secondary damage (e.g. the ingress 
of water). Yet another system proposed 
by Rieffel and Ballouz17 distinguishes the 
causes according to effects of war, weather-
ing, neglect, inappropriate repair/moderni-
sation/construction activities and change 
use, vandalism, robbery, and neglect.
It is worth considering employing the system 
by Waller as a basis and enriching it with the 
more particular causes, such as effects of 
war (explosion, bullets), as well as previous 
damaging building interventions (e.g. the in-
troduction of incompatible materials). In ad-
dition, the classification proposed by Rieffel 
and Ballouz offers a basis for relating the cause 
of different types of impacts in an armed 
conflict and their effects on built heritage.
The examination of the causes of damage 
is pertinent for addressing the necessary 
measures for the conservation/restoration/
reconstruction of a building or site, and to 
not only act upon the functional and aes-
thetic implications of damage, but to man-
age – if possible – the reason for damage.
A more precise documentation of 
the condition of the building/place is 
carried out in a damage documentation.
The mapping of damage/alteration should be 
done in such a manner that it will be easy to 
read and understand for all stakeholders in-
volved in the process (see figs 15 and 16). The 
documentation should contain an introduc-
tion which outlines its scope, reason, and aim.
Part of the damage mapping is a glossary 
(see fig. 17) which lists all of the different 
phenomena of damage. A representative 
photograph with scale bar and colour patch 
is taken of every different phenomenon 

17- Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020a.
18- The procedure for taking photographs employed for documentation purposes, see below.

(one of missing plaster, one of, and is ac-
companied by the corresponding colour/
hatch of the legend, and a description of 
the phenomenon (location, size, general 
appearance). A mixture of both systems, 
however, will help to account for an over-
lap of different damage types in one area. 
They should remain easily distinguishable: 
different hues of grey, for instance, make be 
visually appealing but are not practicable.
An interpretation of the individual damage 
phenomena is provided as well, but will need 
to be distinguished from the description.
Once all of the damage types, and their lo-
cation are recorded (and perhaps even fur-
ther investigation has been carried out), a 
comprehensive interpretation can be ac-
complished, that will draw from all the infor-
mation, and culminates in the identification 
of possible causes for the current condition.
It is advised to record the damage in a sys-
tematic manner: beginning for instance 
from the bottom/top, left/right, according 
to each of the phenomena. It may be use-
ful to also apply a system here, and begin 
from the innermost part towards the sur-
face. For a plastered wall, this means be-
ginning with the masonry and its condition, 
to the plaster, and then the surface of the 
plaster with deposits, infestations, or the 
like. This systematic approach should then 
be reflected in the accompanying glossary.
The on-site documentation requires 
some sort of image: this can be either a 
printed-out rectified colour or black-and-
white photograph18, or a drawing to scale, 
depending on the situation. A photograph 
may be more useful as an orientation can be 
provided, whilst a drawing may be more ad-
equate to reduce the information content. 
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Fig. 16
Damage mapping based on map of fig. 14, employing a program such as InDesign, Photoshop, or AutoCad (Svenja Hitschke, 
2021).

Fig. 15
An example of a damage mapping based on a photo (fig. 8) executed on site, including a legend, date, identification of the 
building, and author (Skedzuhn-Safir, 2018).
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Fig. 17
The glossary here is an example of a crucial part of damage mapping: it shows various damage types, accom-
panied by the respective legend symbol and a description (not interpretation) of the damage (Svenja Hitschke, 
2021).
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Fig. 18
Basic equipment required on site for damage mapping.

A standard colour and/or hatch for every 
type of damage is not feasible, as every
site and building is individual: in one place, 
the need may arise to document a vari-
ety of building salts, but may not show-
case any cavities, fractures, or the like. To 
eas-ily distinguish the different phenom-
ena, a project -related legend should be 
drawn up. The legend should further allow 
for additional colours/hatches in case new 
damage phenomena are detected during 
the investigation and documentation. It 
may become necessary to produce differ-
ent layers in condition mapping, when too 
many phenomena overlap. The equipment 
needed on site for mapping is listed in fig. 18.

3.  Classif icat ion of  damage phenom-
ena

Each building material, no matter if natural or 
artificial, will demonstrate an individual pat-
tern of deterioration, which is a combination 
of the material properties and the effect the 

19- ICOMOS, Cartwright, T.A. and Vergès-Belmin, V. (eds.). 2010.
20- For mosaics, please see the publication by the Alberti et al., 2013. 

agents of deterioration have on the material. 
To provide a system in classifying the dam-
age phenomena, a more generalised over-
view is given here, based on the ICOMOS 
glossary of stone deterioration19, which is 
roughly applicable to other building materi-
als as well. For the damage to wooden build-
ing elements, a more differentiated analysis 
of insects, moulds, and rot is provided here, 
as they are the main causes for damage.

Stone20

a) Cracks: fracture, star crack, hairline crack, 
craquele, splitting; and deformation.
b) Detachment: blistering, bursting, delam-
ination, disintegration, fragmentation, peel-
ing, scaling.
c) Features induced by material loss: alveoli-
sation, erosion, mechanical damage, micro-
karst, fragmentation, perforation, pitting.
d) discolouration and deposit: crust, 
deposit, discolouration, efflorescence, en-
crustation, film, glossy aspect, graffiti, 
patina, soiling, sub-florescence.
e) biological colonisation: alga, lichen, moss, 
mould, plant.

Plasters/renders 
a) Cracks: structural crack, hairline fracture, 
craquele; and deformation.
b) Detachment, adhesion/cohesion: delam-
ination, flaking, disintegration, fragmenta-
tion, air pockets, blistering.
c) Features induced by material loss: alveoli-
sation, erosion, mechanical damage.
d) Discolouration and deposit: surface de-
posits, encrustation, efflorescence, subflo-
rescence, rising damp, graffiti, film.
e) Biological colonisation: biological growth, 
vegetation, insects.
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Bricks 21

a) Cracks: crack, hairline crack, net-like crack, 
star crack, splitting, rupture; breaks and de-
formation: bulging, bending, twisting, bulk-
ing, leaning, displacement.
b) Disintegration of building material: layer-
ing, loss of cohesion, loss of adhesion.
c) Features induced by material loss: me-
chanical damage; scratches, cuts, punc-
tures, splitting, chipping.
d) Discolouration: fading, staining; deposits: 
soiling, graffiti, encrustation, efflorescence, 
subefflorescence; and transformation: 
patina, crust.
e) Biological colonisation: higher plants, 
moss, liverworts, lichen, mould, bacteria.

Wood
a) Cracks and deformation (warping, cup-
ping)
b) Detachment (splintering, fragmentation)
c) Features induced by material loss (me-
chanical damage)
d) Discolouration and deposit: surface de-
posits, bleaching, graffiti, film.
e) Biological colonisation: rot can be partic-
ularly destructive, especially dry rot and cor-
rosion rot. Examples include sap stain fungi/ 
blue-stain fungi, mould fungi, mildew-rot-
tenness, pore-sponge, wet rot fungi, dry rot 
fungi. Another type of biological colonisa-
tion is insects: e.g. bark beetle, large wood 
wasp, longhorn beetles, furniture beetles, 
termites. 

4.  Support ing invest igat ion22

To understand the building fabric, it should 

21- Re-ordered according to this system; further differentiation of individual damage types, see Franke and Hees, 
1998.
22- For stone, see, for instance Siegesmund and Snethlage, 2014, for a variety of materials, see Varella , 2013, or 
consult for example BAM 2021a.

be investigated with all of the senses: sight, 
touch, smell, hearing, and perhaps even 
taste. Touching a surface will help to detect 
the presence of moisture, or the texture of 
an object. The sense of smell will give infor-
mation about the presence of rot or exc-
reta. The sound made by a light percussion 
on plaster gives information about the con-
dition of the plaster and possible cavities. 
Salts can be detected with the sense of taste; 
however, this is generally not advisable due 
to the possible presence of toxic materials.
In addition to non-invasive examina-
tion methods, invasive ones may have 
to be used; however, non-invasive ones 
are preferred. In the case that destruc-
tive/invasive methods are employed, pri-
or consent needs to be obtained. In any 
case, a careful assessment of the neces-
sity of invasive investigation is required. 
Depending on the fabric under investigation 
and the purpose of the examination, differ-
ent types of methods are employed. An in-
vestigation that requires sampling is usually 
carried out in laboratories, and on-site inva-
sive methods require the removal of larger 
section of historic fabric, such as the un-
covering or removal of plaster or paint. The 
dating of building fabric, for instance, can 
be obtained through absolute or relative 
dating methods. A relative method would 
be the uncovering of successive paint lay-
ers on a surface, whereas relative methods 
encompass, for instance, dendrochronol-
ogy, carbon dating, or thermoluminescence.
Scientific investigation will also be able to 
determine the quantitative or qualitative 
nature of the fabric: the former method 
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Object
Room number 
Surveyor
Date

Examples:

Identification and scale for photo 
documentation

Object 
Room number 
Surveyor 
Date

Fig. 19
Example of a scale bar and photo identification (Svenja 
Hitschke, 2021).

will establish the amount of specific compo-
nents and the latter their type. The analysis 
of a plaster can thus indicate the amount of 
sand, and its particular grain sizes, the type 
of both additives and binder. Further inves-
tigations can provide data concerning physi-
cal properties, such as compressive strength, 
water absorption, or the presence of salts.

5.  Photos for documentation 23

According to Lane24, there are 4 types of 
photography: evidential, analytical, pictoral, 
and narrative. For the purpose of a condi-
tion survey and damage assessment, espe-
cially the evidentiary and analytical pho-
tography are the recommended choices. 

Evidentiary photography 
Evidentiary photography serves to docu-
ment features, their form, size, occurrence, 
and supports the descriptions and drawings. 
A sense of scale should be provided with 
a scale bar (fig.19). In the case of surfaces 
where colours or a change of colours is sig-
nificant, a colour standard chart should be 
included in the image (e.g. by Kodak). The 
images incorporated into a room book all 
need to have individual captions, indicat-
ing the location and individual properties to 
which attention should be drawn. It is im-
portant that a scale bar is included in this 
type of photo. For detail photos, familiar ob-
jects, such as pens or coins, may be used to 
demonstrate a rough sense of scale. How-
ever, these will not be able to provide reliable 
information about the exact size of the object.
The pictures for recording a site’s condition 
should be taken when there are no objects 

23- For digital photographic documentation see also Alberti et al., 2013 (in English and Arabic).
24- Lane 2016.

obstructing walls or facades, but for the 
general information of the site, photos with 
furniture, vegetation, or debris provide valu-
able information on its current (dis-)use, and 
perhaps even the reason for the presence
of particular damage, and 
thus it is recommended to 
record the site as found as well.
Photographs need to be taken square-
on, and when nothing can cast a shadow 
on surfaces: ideally, they need to be done 
at noon, or on a cloudy day. For photos 
taken in interiors, artificial lighting can 
be used, as can tripods. Such tools can 
be used alone or in combination. It 
should be noted that in the case that a 
photographic documentation will be used 
for continual monitoring or conservation 
work, the same set-up of the lighting is re-
quired so that images can be compared and 
differences distinguished over a period of 
time, as well as before and after interventions. 
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Fig. 21
Characteristics of a digital camera employed for documenta-
tion work (after Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020). 

Fig. 22
Identifying individual photographs for documentation pur-
poses requires a systematic approach to archiving.

Fig. 20
Image of stone masonry taken with raking light: clearly vis-
ible are the tool marks, as well as a variety of damage phe-
nomena (Skedzuhn-Safir, 2018).

Analytical  photography
This encompasses the use of specific light 
to investigate or monitor surfaces and ma-
terials. Surface textures can be, for instance, 
emphasised with the use of raking light 
(fig. 20), the introduction of new material 
with ultraviolet light. Infrared photography 
and thermophotography can reveal fea-
tures that remain invisible in normal light. 
All of the photographs need to be 
taken with an appropriate camera25 (see 
fig. 21), and printed as exposed prints on 
archivable photographic paper (PE), or if 
digitally produced with a high resolution 
(330–400 dpi), stored on appropriate data 
carriers (USB; CD-Rom, external hard drives).

25- See also Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020b.

The individual images need to be systemati-
cally labelled to allow for easy identification, 
considering that numerous photographs 
will be collected over the course of time, 
and possibly by more than one author. It is 
recommended to establish from the begin-
ning of the project a system (fig. 22) It lists 
the abbreviation of the name of building, 
the floor and room number, the surface, au-
thor, and date when the image was taken.
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R i s k  a s s e s s m e n t 
a n d 
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s

T o develop a conservation plan, it is essential 
to analyse the causes of damage to a building 

or site, the condition of the building fabric, and to 
then determine when conservation measures need 
to be taken. However, on a more general note, risks 
and threats are defined differently according to 
sources.26 Each building component needs to be as-
sessed either individually, or grouped together as 
long as they are similar in fabric and exposure. Each 
individual threat (e.g. flooding, fire, vandalism) is as-
sessed, as well as their source (e.g. drainage, elec-
tricity, access to site). The threats can appear at 
different spatial levels (rooms, buildings, streets). 
Based on the assessment of a building’s condi-
tion, its fragility 27, the priority of action is estab-
lished (based on UNI EN 16096), as expressed 
in the ‘Urgency Risk Classification’ (see fig. 23). 
A further category may be worthy of adding: that 
which requires no intervention, except for reg-
ular maintenance or preventive care. For this 
level, one may assign ‘UC-’, as proposed by Rief-
fel and Ballouz. It is pertinent to assess these 
risks using a variety of sources and expertise. 
From the urgency of intervention, a recommenda-

26- See for instance also McCaig et al., 2013; Waller, 1995, and IC-
CROM. 2016.
27- To assess risks to building fabrics in more detail, as proposed by 
McCaig et al, 2013. The risk is calculated here by juxtaposing the 
probability that a threat will occur (not possible, possible, certain) 
against its impact on the fabric and its consequences (insignificant, 
moderate, severe). For instance, a flood may occur, and its effect will 
be severe, compared to rising damp, which occurs regularly. A certain 
threat with severe consequences to a building poses a high-risk sit-
uation, and calls for immediate action. Once the different threats have 
been identified, ICCROM, 2016, proposes the ‘5 stages of control’ – 
avoid, block, detect, respond and recover/treat, to manage them ef-
fectively. Waller, 1995, however, proposes three fundamental meth-
ods for controlling them, which are to remove the threat at its source, 
to create a barrier, and to intervene with the agent of deterioration.
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Fig. 23
The Urgency Risk Classification prioritises conservation/res-
toration measures for individual building areas and/or build-
ing materials (after Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020). 

Fig. 24
The Recommendation Class determines which type of inter-
vention is suited for a building element or the entire building 
and should be assessed together with the values of a building 
and its conservation state (after Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020). 

tion should be developed that forms the 
basis for the conservation management 
plan. This is based on the condition of the 
fabric, on its potential to incur further dam-
age, and its values. They are classified ac-
cording to 4 (+1) categories (see fig. 24).

1.  Assessing s ignif icance of  place

The values of a building or place lies in its 
cultural significance, meaning the “aes-
thetic, historic, scientific, social or spir-
itual value for past, present or future gen-
erations”.28 To assess the significance of a 
building or place, it is therefore necessary to 
study different sources (e.g. physical, doc-
umentary, and oral).  The significance of a 
place may have changed over time, and its 
current values need to be analysed as well, 
and will perhaps include a wider range of 
values than those under which a building 
was originally listed. To fully analyse the val-
ues through a collaborative examination, 
this must also include the people who are 
connected to the building/place. Thus, a par-
ticipatory approach should be implemented. 
To understand a building and its values, it 
is also necessary to analyse its phases of 
use. Some building components may go 
back to the origin of the building; some may 
have been introduced when the building 
was modified, or when restoration/recon-
struction work was in place. For dating, a 
variety of sources are useful and possible, 
such as inscriptions/dedications with date, 
stylistic comparisons, the type of employed 
building materials and the techniques used 
in the work processes, archival materials 
(drawings, letters, bills), an examination of 
structure (intact or disturbed, which gives 
an indication of the introduction of new 
materials), and a scientific investigation. 
This analysis requires, however, a thorough 
examination, and may have been already 
carried out with a previous room book.
 

28- ICOMOS Burra Charter, 2013.
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Fig. 25
The values of a building, its elements or those of an entire 
site are assessed according to their individual values (after 
Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020), which ultimately aids in establish-
ing the type of interventions that may be possible. This as-
sessment requires a careful analysis with the involvement of 
various disciplines and stakeholders.

Differing values may emerge through the 
assessment based on the fabric and the 
cultural significance; one should thus 
aim for a careful balance to manage both 
of them, and the assessment of the cul-
tural significance should include a peo-
ple-centred approach to conservation.

Different places hold different values for peo-
ple, which at times will conflict.29 However, 
to establish a basis for deciding on interven-
tions for the rehabilitation/reconstruction/
conservation of a building or place, it is nec-
essary to establish priorities of intervention 
of each individual building elements, as well 
as the possible scope of intended measures 
based on a careful and detailed assessment 
of measures that need to be carried out.

The values of a building/place can be dis-
tinguished, for instance, into 4 categories30 
(see fig. 25). The values will ultimately help 
to prioritise actions for remedial conser-
vation work, but also establish a conserva-
tion plan that will focus on the preventive 
measures necessary to protect the cultural 
heritage from damaging impacts. In some 
cases, the preventive measure will pre-
vent further damage, others may merely 
lessen the damaging effect. The value as-
sessment may become one tool in assessing 
whether or not a reconstruction of a build-
ing/place is of importance, or if the state 
it is found currently carries a more signifi-
cant value. Therefore, an additional recom-
mendation class, as proposed by Rieffel & 
Ballouz, should be considered to include in 
the recommendation (see fig. 24) as RC4.

29- See also Tandon et al. 2021
30- See Rieffel and Ballouz, 2020b.

In the overall assessment, the function 
of the building components needs to be 
considered as well: components elemen-
tary for the structure (e.g. load-bear-
ing walls), or the climatic control (e.g. 
roof, windows) have to be prioritised. 

2.  Conservation pol icy

The main aim of conservation of cultural 
heritage is to preserve the cultural signif-
icance of a building or place. Preventive 
conservation measures should be the pre-
ferred choice for taking care of a place. 
Once a place has been conserved or re-
constructed, preventive measures need to 
be implemented to assure sustainability. 
For remedial conservation work, sev-
eral guiding principles are in place. 
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Test areas
Every intervention at a heritage site has to be 
founded on scientific examinations and ob-
jective data. In addition, the techniques and 
methods used for conservation work must 
be chosen based on prior examination and 
long-term testing, preferably on ‘dummies’, 
to allow for evaluation of introduced mate-
rials and employed methods without risk-
ing potential damage to the historic fabric.

Visibi l ity
Newly introduced building components 
need to be made visible and distinguish-
able from the historic fabric: this can be 
achieved in different ways, depending, for 
instance, on the historic building fabric, 
or the use of a place. In some cases, it has 
been argued, a detailed documentation of 
previous interventions will suffice. At ar-
chaeological sites, it is a common approach 
to draw a clear distinction between the his-
toric fabric and new building components. 

Compatible materials
The new fabric introduced into/at the his-
toric site has to be carefully chosen according 
to its chemical and physical properties, and 
compatible with the historic building mate-
rials, in order to not provoke the occurrence 
of additional damage. The new material has 
to be similar to the historic fabric concerning 
its characteristics, but also slightly weaker. 
In any case, the introduced building fabric 
needs to be as durable as possible with-
out, however, damaging the historic fabric.

Minimal intervention
The extent of intervention at a site should 
be guided by the idea that as much as nec-
essary, but as little as possible is in the best 
interest of the historic fabric. Any kind of 

intervention will affect to some extent the 
complex chemistry and structure of the his-
toric fabric, as well as its value. Each object 
of conservation has to be treated individua-
lly, and should be examined closely in order 
to determine the best possible intervention. 

Reversibi l ity
Reversibility has long been a paramount 
principle for interventions. A key reason 
for its popularity is that any introduction 
of new material can be reversed without 
impacting the historic fabric. However, it is 
crucial to note that some interventions can-
not be reversed, or only under difficulties. 

Retreatabil ity
As a potential substitute for the principle of 
reversibility, the idea of retreatability states 
that introduced building materials and sub-
stances need to be chosen according to 
their future performance, which should 
also allow for further conservation work.
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A r c h i v i n g 
o f 
r e c o r d s

C lients (e.g. government offices or other official 
bodies, private clients) may require a particu-

lar type of record and will therefore specify the use 
of templates, scale, a number of printed copies, or 
possibly only request high-quality digital files. Even 
though the use of digital formats is widely employed, 
technology is advancing quickly, and it cannot be 
foreseen whether today’s formats will still be acces-
sible in several decades, and digitised formats need 
to be transferred and stored onto new data media. 
It is thus advisable to employ both analogue and 
digital formats for the records. Several hard copies 
need to be printed, as they will need to be archived 
at different bodies/stakeholders; this is turn will in-
crease the probability of their survival for future use. 
The documentation of the surveys consists of pho-
tographs (colour/black-and-white), a written de-
scription, and graphical records. In the case that 
photographs are printed in colour, it is still advis-
able to keep in any case a digital copy and/or plan 
for black-and-white photos, as the latter tend to 
preserve better. Clients may ask for photographs 
to be taken with an analogue camera, and per-
haps even with a medium format camera, as they 
tend to produce an even more detailed image. 
The paper of the printed copies needs to be 
acid-free to assure long-term preservation.
Each type of record requires a different format (see 
fig. 26).
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Fig. 26
Requirements for long-term archiving of records (after Rieffel and 
Ballouz, 2020). 
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C o n c l u d i n g 
t h o u g h t s

T he condition survey requires a collabora-
tive approach of expertise of different disci-

plines, but also the participation of local commu-
nities in making a rehabilitation, reconstruction, 
and conservation project a sustainable endeavour.
Given that conservation and rehabilitation require cer-
tain costs and resources, prioritising the different mea-
sures is of great importance in order to take the great 
value of cultural heritage into account. The measures 
should therefore be thought of from the end, i.e. from 
the necessary and available resources and urgencies.
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